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Key facts

Basic principle: mutuality between all members
Insurer: CERN
Third-party administrator: UNIQA
Cover: worldwide
Contributions in 2018: 12.69% (4.86% member + 7.83% CERN)

Compulsory for staff members, fellows and students
Family: automatic and compulsory cover for spouse/partner, dependent children

For whom?

From when?

✓ From the first day of your employment contract

For staff members/ fellows/students
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TO BE DONE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

- Read the CHIS Rules to find out about the scheme’s benefits
- Cancel your main and complementary health insurance
- Complete a Spouse Health Insurance and Professional Income Declaration (SHIPID) form in EDH to declare your spouse’s status
Outpatient treatment
General rule: progressive reimbursement
- 80% → 90% → 100%
Ceilings (glasses, dental care, etc.)
- annual or cumulative over three years
- pro rata temporis at contract start/end
Prior opinion

Hospitalisation
Reimbursement according to the type of hospital
- Public hospital: 100%
- Approved hospitals: general rule
- Other hospitals: 80%

Reimbursement claim
With bills and proof of payment

Send to UNIQA within 12 months of the date of the bill
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For more information: www.cern.ch/chis

Questions:
UNIQA (third-party administrator)

CHIS Rules: THE reference document

Helpdesk at CERN  63/R-001 (Main Building)
Telephone:  72730 = +41 22 767 27 30
E-mail:  uniqa@cern.ch
Web:  extranet.uniqa.net